: The contrast of a less saturated picture that exists in the real world is enhanced by our system. The left image is the appearance under the white light projection, the center image is enhanced result by the compensation light projection and the right image is compensation pattern that generated projector camera feedback. The enhancement is implemented by the dynamical feedback of projector camera system, and the system performed the enhancement with the processing speed of 11.4 fps under the fluorescent light condition.
Introduction
In recent years, many adaptive projection systems that aim the photometric compensation for the non-uniformity surface color was proposed (e.g. [Grossberg et al. 2004; Fujii et al. 2005; Ashdown et al. 2006] ).However not only photometric compensation but also opposite technique that enhances the non-uniform appearance of object is useful for human visual perception assistance. For example, visual assistance for the color-blind person and industrial visual inspection, color rendering control for stage lighting etc. Recently, Bimber [Bimber and Iwai 2008] proposed the technique that improves the dynamic range of the object's appearance by the superimposing with the projector. However, the continuous adaptation was not shown. Therefore, for the mentioned applications, we * e-mail: amano@is.naist.jp † e-mail: kato@is.naist.jp adopt the dynamical projector camera feedback for the appearance enhancement that makes a point of rapid and continuous response to keep higher visibility without blinking for the visual perception assistance.
Appearance enhancement with projector camera feedback
The diagram of projector camera feedback system is shown in the figure 2. For Simplification, in this section we discuss about the feedback system without the geometrical transformation. In the conceptualistic expression, a received light energy by camera is in proportion to K(I0 + In), when compensation light In is projected along with the environment light I0 on the object's surface of reflection characteristics K. From this relation, the illumination of (n + 1)th projection can be expressed by using the nth projection.
In the initial condition, the first compensation light can be written as
where Γcam and Γprj are gamma curve and gamma correction, Pprj and Pcam are converting operators between illumination and pixel value of camera and projector respectively. The G is feedback operator that means feedback gain at the linear model, and G ′ is feedback operator that includes all camera and projector properties. Since (n − 1)th compensation light is projected along with environment light I0, the nth compensation light is
From the result of computational simulation based on the equation 2, we adapted fractional feedback such as
to improve the convergence speed and avoid overflow of the output power. Where * ∈ {R, G, B} is index of color channel and I ′ * is the brightness expression of each color channel. The Imax means the maximum brightness level of I * (i.e. it is 255 if we use 8-bit image). In the following, we express the bright level by normalized value such as I * ∈ [0, 1] and omit Imax because Imax = 1.
Convergence Value Analysis
The fractional feedback system is described in the linear matrix by using of the homogeneous expression I = (IR, IG, IB, 1)
T , and the output of projector is
Where K3×3 is color mixing a matrix that includes reflection characteristics of the surface and chromatic dispersion between RGB channels of projector and camera.The g is feedback gain and we put G ′ as the simple gain control of each pixel. If we omit chromatic dispersion, the matrix K3×3 can be written as
Then, the final compensation light is
From eq.(6), we can confirm that the brightness of final compensation light is converging according to the feedback gain and the system is stable. For example, if we apply this system to the white object such as kR = kG = kB, the final compensation light is I∞ = (g, g, g, 1) T , and in case of yellow object kR = kG, kB = 0,
) T under the white environment light I0. Therefore, it was confirmed the feedback gain g controls the brightness of compensation light that enhances the object appearance.
Contrast Control
We realized the brightness control of compensation light by using of fractional feedback. However, not only brightness but also the contrast control of the compensation light is effective for appearance enhancement. Therefore, we add the offset t0 ∈ [0, 1] and control the contrast of input image Im * (x, y) by
and we put the compensation light power as
where x, y are the coordinate of image surface of camera and projector, and input image is normalized to Im(x, y) ∈ [0, 1]. At the implementation, since the brightness of compensation light P * (x, y) is normalized, we give the projection output 255 × P * (x, y) if the gradation of the projector is 8-bit.
Experimental Results
The camera (SONY XCD-710CR, RGB 8bit, 1024 × 768 resolution, γ = 1) is attached with projector (CANON LV7210, RGB 8bit, 1024 × 768 resolution) and the compensation light is projected at a slant from above under the fluorescent light. At the first, we calibrated the pixel correspondence between acquired image and projection image by the projection of gray code images. Next, we calibrated color space between projector and camera. The figure 1 shown the enhancement results for less saturated pictures with the parameters g = 0.8, t0 = 0.05. We can confirm the contrast of less saturated picture was improved by the proposed method. The compensation pattern that has been colored with same color as the original appearance on the corresponded parts was generated that reflected the original picture appearance. This enhancement was executed sequentially at a speed of 11.4fps by the Core2Duo 2.4GHz PC (Apple MacBookPro), and the compensation image pattern was stable within 5 steps for static scene. Therefore, the response time by our experimental equipment was 0.44 sec.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a appearance enhancement method by the projector camera feedback system. This enabled the enhancements of object's brightness and contrast in sequentially at the real world and its effectiveness was confirmed by experimental results of less saturated picture and faded picture. The remaining problems are the color compensation non-uniformity that caused lens aberration and improvement for the brightness contrast for the faded picture. We would like to solve these problems in a future work.
